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Achieve3000 has partnered 
with Canvas to offer 

OnDemand Rostering for 
the 2022-2023 School Year. 

What is OnDemand Rostering? 
OnDemand rostering is an integration usually with a district’s Canvas Learning Management 
System (LMS) that gives teachers the ability to pull classes and students that are in Canvas into 
Achieve3000. Teachers and students will then gain access to Achieve3000 with single sign on. 
While initial setup of OnDemand Rostering will involve the district technology team, day to day 
rostering needs will be handled at the school and teacher level. 

Why is Achieve3000 offering OnDemand Rostering? 
Achieve3000 is always looking for ways to improve the experience for our customers and 
onboarding and roster method selections are vital to a successful implementation. OnDemand 
Rostering gives the teacher control of his/her rostering which reduces oversharing of classes and 
allows the teacher to get started with Achieve3000 on his/her timeline. As Canvas better reflect 
the true classroom model, we feel that this rostering method will benefit districts who want to 
empower teachers to control implementation of Achieve3000 in their classrooms. Data is updated 
every time a teacher or student accesses Achieve3000 through Canvas so you can be sure that the 
latest classroom roster information is always available.  

What is currently not supported with the Learning Management Systems?    
Currently, Achieve3000 does not support grade and assignment synching with Canvas. 
Assignments and grades can be readily accessed within Achieve3000.   

What is involved in setting up OnDemand Rostering? 
To set up Canvas OnDemand Rostering, a district technology administrator will need to engage 
with one of Achieve3000’s rostering support specialists to exchange some information like email 
extensions, metadata and URL’s depending on the LMS being used. Additional technical information 
and support will be provided to the district for their Achieve3000/Canvas integration. Set up is very 
simple, but in some cases will need to be completed by a Canvas administrator at the district. 

Additional Questions?
Please contact  rostering@achieve3000.com 
and we’ll be happy to help
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